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Situated Technology: Meanings

R E B E C C A  H E R Z I G

McGaw and Oldenziel both demonstrate the range ot oblects
fal l ing under the broad rubric of technology and highl ight the ex-
tent of technological knowledge necessary to make such objects
useful, desirable, or profitable. Their discussions remind us of the
importance of human agency-users as well  as designers-in
understanding technological change, and thus of the need to ex-
amine various human ideas about what they (and others) want to
accomplish in the material world.

Rebecca Herzig asks us to consider not only what technology
is but also what things people choose to make and do, in which
contexts, and why. Her article explores a now-tamiliar medical
technology-the x-ray machine-sought out by women for what
is now an unexpected purpose: facial hair removal. Radiation
effectively causes hair loss, albeit with some risk. Hair loss-
or hair removal, depending on one's perspective (and generally
on the location of the hair in question)-carries highly gendered
meanings, and highly racialized ones as well. For the women she
studies, these meanings were potent enough to overcome the
risks involved in x-ray hair removal. Why, according to Herzig, was
hair removal so important to these women at this time? How, in
Herzig's portrayal, does gender shape technology? How does
technology in turn shape and maintain gender ideologies and
gendered identities?

"Removing Roots: 
'North 

American Hiroshima Maidens' and the X-RayJ' Tech-
nology and Culture 4o, no. 4 (rgg9): 7:3-45. Reprinted by permission of the

Society for the I{istory of Technology.

place from the Jackson Street side at various times ofthe day, subsequently leaving

by. . . an alley at the rear of the building. Following the arrival of the women, cars

would arrive with a man carrying a case resembling . . . a doctor's kit. They would

also enter the building for a short time, come out, and drive away. . . ."t At 6rst

sight, the medical kit, the furtive departures, and the seedy locale all signaled to

Williams that St. Pierre was running a "new abortion parlor."? As it turned out,

however, "the so-called 'Dr."'was offering a somewhat different service to these

women: the removal of their unwanted body hair through prolonged exposure to

X rays.

At the time of Williams's writing the practice of removing hair with x-radiation

was thoroughly disreputable - if not illegal - in most of North America. By r94o,

health officials and X-ray clients had long since realized that intense doses of ioniz-

ing radiation not only removed hair, but also led to other, dangerous physiologicai

changes. Articles lambasting the potentially lethal practice had been appearing

regularly in medical journals and popuiar magazines since the early r9zos, and

these articles only became more graphic with the passage of time. In r947, an article

in the lournal of the American Medical Association described in gruesome detail

dozens of cases of cancer resulting from depilatory applications of x-radiation.3

Inry7o, a team of researchers found that more than 35 percent of all radiation-

induced cancer in women could be traced to X-ray hair removal.a In 1989, two

Canadian physicians suggested a new name for the widespread pattern of scar-

ring, ulceration, cancer, and death that affected former epilation clients: "North

American Hiroshima maiden syndrome."s

Although physicians might now liken X-ray hair removal to international

atomic attack, the analogy obscures several of the most crucial aspects of the

history of this technology. To begin, unlike the famous "Hiroshima Maidens"
(twenty-five young bomb survivors brought to the U.S. for plastic surgery in 1955),
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epilation clients were anlthing but the unsuspecting targets of foreign military

action.6 As Williams's r94o description of back-alley hair removal makes clear,

these individuals were not "passive victims" but willing participants in the diffu-

sion and persistence of a controversial technology.T Moreover' unlike the atomic

explosions that punctuated the summer of ry45,X-tayhair removal was not a dra-

matic aberration in the history of technology. Rather, from its first use among

professional physicians in 1898 through its slow demise in the late r94os, X-ray

epilation enjoyed nearly fifty years of continuous practice. One 947 investigation

concluded that thousands of Americans visited a single X-ray hair removal com-

pany, the Tricho Sales Corporation.s Since Tricho was just one of dozens of similar

X-ray epilation companies in operation in the rgzos and l93os, one can conclude

that tens ofthousands - ifnot hundreds ofthousands - ofother American women

also irradiated themselves in order to remove unwanted body hair.e

Rather than focusing on the eventual physiological impacts ofX-ray epilation'

a tragic story already told in meticulous detail by medical reports, this article

explores the circumstances in which prolonged, repeated self-irradiation seemed

appealing to its myriad users and promoters. Understanding the practice's allure

requires consideration of two questions: first, why did so many early-twentieth-

century American women wish to remove their body hair? Second, why would

some women choose the X ray over other available hair removal technologies? The

answers to these questions, we will see, quickly lead from X rays and hair to larger

problems of race, sex, and science in the interwar period'

The Emergence of "Superfluous" Hair

The manipulation of human body hair has a long and rich history. Like teeth

and foreskin, hair has been removed according to prevailing social custom for mil-

lennia.t0 Yet if unwanted hair and techniques for its removal have been around - in

the words of one commentator-since "hoary antiquity," the years after r87o saw

an increasing fascination with "superfluous" hair in the United States.lr In the wake

of Darwin, body hair became newly invested with evolutionary significance and

attendant questions of racial and sexual difference.t2 Changing Patterns of immi-

gration stimulated further attention to comParative physiognomy, while shifting

economic and political roles for white, middle- and upper-class women provoked

particular interest in "woman's" proper Physical appearance.r3 The establishment

of the American Dermatological Association in r877 created a Professional medi-
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cal niche for the study and treatment of hypertrichosis, the condition ofexcessive
body hair thought to be most troubling amorlg young white r^,,omen.ra As exces_
sive hair became increasingly identilied with individual pathology, the threat of
transgressed sexual roles, and racial atavism, new medical and popular energy was
devoted to "remedying the evil" of superfluous hair.rs

scientific and popular fascination with excessive hair expanded still further
between the two world wars. In the years between r9r4 and 1945, as historian
christine Hope has demonstrated, popular U.S. women's magazines increasingly
promoted models of hairless, white feminine beauty.r6 As ideals of smooth, white
skin spread through the nation's periodicals, some American women developed
newanxietyabout hair growth. A numberofthese conveyed their mounting appre-
hension about body hair to popular m agazine editors, beauty experts, and health
advisors.rT Medical practitioners also noted the intensity of women's concern, de-
scribing the severe depression, self-imposed seclusion, and nausea common to
those "affiicted" with superfluous hair.rs physician paul Bechet recalled one typi-
cal patient who "gave up a very lucrative position, shunned all her acquaintances,
refused to go out unless heavily veiled, and slowly drifted into true melancho-
iia" due to her hairy condition.re others described patients who considered (or
accomplished) escaping their misery through suicide.20 Struggling to accommo_
date intensified ideals of hairlessness, many American women began to strip their
body hair, removing the troubling growth from arms, legs, faces, armpits, breasts,
buttocks, and pubic regions. By 1938, one expert could declare without sarcasm
that any hair not on a woman's scalp was rightly considered "excessive."2r

such newly stringent norms of feminine hairlessness expressed changing cul-
tural understandings ofrace. In the united states, where questions ofracial iden-
tit)' have long focused on perceived morphological characteristics, discussions of
physical appearance carry particular histories ofrace and racism.22 Like skin color,
body hair has long been central to perceptions ofhuman variation, and concern
with hair, hair growth, and hair manipulation often mirrors more general atti-
tudes toward race and racial difference.23 In the nineteenth century, for instance,
most published discussions of human hair reflected a larger interest in the rec-
ognition and classification ofdistinct races, as evident in peter A. Browne's rg53
Trichologia Mammalium. In this elaborate treatise, Browne delineates "three dis-
tinct species of human beings" based on differences in the quality of hair types.2a
Browne describes new instruments - the trichometer, the discotome, and the hair
revolver-designed to divulge and quanti$' these 6xed somatic differences. Other
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NorthAmericanandEuropeannatural istssimilarlymeasuredhumanhairgrowth

in order to elucidate racial taxonomies. The measurement, classification, and ma-

nipulation ofhuman body hair, in short, enabled and upheld nineteenth-century

taxonomic understandings of race'2s

By the rgzos and r93os, nineteenth-century efforts to define stable' distinct

racial categories had shifted to apprehension about racial mutability andblending'

. .White' 'wasnodist inctandfixedcateSoryofhumanbeing,butanidenti tythat

required maintenance and display' Concerns about hair shifted accordingly' Amid

new discussions of immigration, racial degeneration' and "Passing"'women's body

hair came to signiff both the promise and threat of slippery racial boundaries'

Somebeautyadvisorsbegantounderscoretheracialsignif icanceofbodyhair '

emphasizing the importance of a paie, hairless complexion'26 Physicians treating

hypertrichosis similarly began to focus their attention on the racial characteris-

t icsofthedisease.Whiledebatingenvironmental,gonadal,andpsychological in-

fluences on ,,excessive" hair growth, most concluded that the ailment Pointed to

subtle' underlying racial differences. As Ernest L, McEwen concluded, 
..heredity

isthemostfrequentetiologicalfactor.Thecondit ionisseenveryofteninseveral

members of the same famiiy, and may be traced in the lateral branches of the same

stock.Aracialtendencyisobservable,notablyinthoseofJewishandCelt icex-

traction.,,27 Emerging in a period of widespread anxiety about racial mixing and

racial discrimination, commercial hair removal salons echoed popular and medi-

cal opinion on the value of "smooth, white, velvety skin," Iinking the eradication

of hair to the eradication of "troubling" racial markers'28

Whiletheemergenceofnewnormsofhair less,whitefemininityhelpsaccount

for some women's increasing interest in hair removal' these norms alone do not

explain the prevalence of the specific technique of X-ray hair removal' Although

dozens of other feasible hair removal technologies were readily available during

the interwar Period, thousands of American women sought this particuiar method

of epilation. Indeed, clients continued to pursue X-ray hair removal even as the

pruoi." was denounced in popular women's magazines and assailed by medical

andlegalauthorities',gWhilenotallwomenremainedcommittedtothetechnique

oncelearningofi tsdangers,X-rayepilat ionpersistedevenafterthepractice's

formalprohibit ion,asAssistantSpecialAgentWil l iams,srePortonthesurrepti-

tious activities at rz6 Jackson Street demonstrates.i0 In the context of a widespread

cultural demand for feminine hairlessness, how might we account for the peculiar

popularity of hair removal with the X ray?
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Selling the Imperceptible

To understand the enduring and widespread appeal ofX-ray epilation, we must

begin where consumers of the time would have: with a comparison between the

X ray and other available hair removal technologies. During the rgzos and r93os,

a woman with unwanted body hair had a variety of temporary solutions at her

disposal. Abrasives such as fine-grained pumice stone, sugar-paste solutions, or

so-called "Velvet Mittens" made from sandpaper all depilated hair at the surface

ofthe skin, but were expensive and likely to lead to skin irritation and scabbing.3r

Razors ofvarious types could also be used to remove hair at the skin's surface, yet

several commentators noted the distaste women had for shaving themselves, par-

ticularly for shaving their facial hair.32 Since tweezing hairs individually frequently

proved too time-consuming and too painful for densely covered areas, modified

shoemaker's wixes were used to rip off large patches of enmeshed hair in a single

motion. Waxes, too, remained expensive and painful to use.33

Chemical depilatories were also available, ranging from ineffective peroxides

through irritating, foul-smelling sulfides to the outright lethal thallium acetate

solution known as Koremluja These hair removers were not only hazardous but

also caused significant discomfort to the user. One physician, H. L. Baer, specu-

lated that the pain associated with chemicai depilatories was not limited to the

location of hair removal, but might also be transmitted "along the branches of the

facial nerve to the teeth and the tongue," where metailic fillings and bridgework

mayhelp "to conduct the nerve current ofthe pain." Baer advocated the placement

of a wooden barrier between the teeth of the patient duiing chemical epilation,

thus "interrupting the transmission of this nerve current."35 As a final method for

the temporary removal of hair from the root, at least one specialist recommended

aprocedure known as "punching." With this technique, a slender cylindrical knife

was inserted through the cutis around the hair shaft and immediately withdrawn,

leaving a severed column of skin containing the hair-root. Punching was never

one of the more popular methods of epilation.36

Each ofthese methods'ofepilation, although generally effective, provided only

temporary relief from superfluous hair, since the follicle itself often remained in-

tact and capable of still further hair growth. For a more lasting effect, women of

means might try diathermy or electrolysis-complicated, expensive procedures

typically practiced outside the home byexperienced specialists.3T Technically, dia-
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thermy and electrolysis were quite similar. First, a slender needle charged by a

galvanic battery was inserted directly into the hair shaft. The electrical circuit was

then closed and a slight bubbling at the skin's surface was produced as both the

hair root and surrounding tissues were blanched. The roasted hair was then easily

removed with "epilation forceps" (more commonly known as tweezers). unlike

razors, waxes, or other hand tools, diathermy and electrolysis both involved con-

tact between the woman, a separate, skilled operator, and sophisticated, spark-

snapping machinery (fig. f .r). The techniques required not only meticulous atten-

tion and skill on the part ofthe operator but also extreme patience and tolerance

for pain on the part ofthe client. Indeed, since the client was often responsible for

completing the electrical circuit by grasping an electrode of the machine, her for-

titude enabled the very functioning of the apparatus.3s As one physician described

the Kafkaesque procedure: "When the needle is inserted the patient is directed

to touch the electrode. She naturaliy touches it fust with the end of one finger,

adding gradually another one, till all five fingers are in contact with the handle,

ready to grasp the handle with the full palm, if necessary, thus controlling by her

own action the degree of intensity of the current."3t In order to ensule the full

intensity of the current and thus the full efficacy of the tleatment, occasionally

anesthetics such as cocaine were necessary to help the client become "hardened"

to her task.ao

Compared to these methods of epilation, the new rays offered several distinct

advantages. To begin with, they were undeniably effective at removing hair.at Even

the American Medical Association's Bureau of Investigation-one of the staunch-

est opponents of X-ray hair removal-grudgingly admitted the amazing results

achieved with this technique.a2 More importantly, the rays bpassed the inescap-

able physicality of all other hair removal technologies. Appropriately named "X"

by Roentgen in recognition of their enigmatic nature, the rays were alluringly im-

perceptible. Gone were the noxious smells of depilatories, the root-ripping pain

of hot waxes, and the frightful appearance of multiple electrolysis needles. In the

most popular commercial hair removal chain, Albert C. Geyser's Tricho salons,

the client was seated before a large mahogany box containing the X-ray equip-

ment (fig. 3.2).43 Ametal applicator the shape and size of the area to be treated

was adjusted to the box's small front window, and the turning of a switch stalted

the operation. The X-ray eguipment itself was visible to the user only through a

small window in the front of the machine, and the machine shut off automati-

cally after the appropriate period of exposure, usually three to four minutes.44 The
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Figure jt. Electrologist and client, demonstrating
the multipie needle technique. (Delmar E. Bordeaux,
Superlluous Hair, Its Causes and Removal [Rockford, IIl.,
t9421,48. Reproduced with permission of the American
Medical Association.)

client might hear the sounds ofelectrical generation or detect an odd ozone smelL,
but the epilating rays themselves were clean, quiet, invisible, and mysterious.

Commercial salons seized on the imperceptible nature of the rays as their pri-
mary selling point, and eagerly perpetuated the promise of effortless self-fashion-
iag available with the X ray. As one epilation pamphlet assured, '.The woman being
treated absolutelydoes not feel, hear, or see the action ofthe ray."a5 Or, as a number
of advertisements summarized the experience, "Nothing but a rayof light touches
you."a6 Not only would the gentle new light banish hair, the promotions further
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Figure j.z' Albert C. Geyser's Tiicho Machine' with

automatic timer. (Reproduced with permission of the

American Medical Association')

emphasized, but also the messy, smelly, time-consuming labor once required for

its removal. Hand tools such as tweezers and sandpaper were described as 'Anti-

quated Methods," rudimentary vestiges of a painful' toilsome past happily super-

seded.a' One Boston newspaPer advertisement urged prospective clients to think

ofthe.. joyoffreedomfromdepilatoriesorrazors' 'possiblewiththeXray.a8The

theme of women's emancipation from routine work was reiterated in a pamphlet

from a Tricho salon in Detroit, which concluded simply: 
..It is no longer necessary

for anywoman to resort to the old makeshifts, since science has shown the perfect

way:'4e

The "Science" of X-Ray Epilation

The ray's imperceptibility augmented an equally crucial aspect of its popu-

larity: its association with "science." Like countless othel early Progressive-era

businesses, hair removal salons learned that references to "science" both piqued

customers, interest and provided the enterprise with an aura of legitimacy.s0 Rhe-
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torically appropriating this aura, salon operators made frequent references to the

"scientific" methods and equipment used in their establishments, and to the "sci-

entifically-sound principles" on which their epilation process was based. Yet unlike

many other early-twentieth-century businesses, the salons' references to science

were not simply spurious. To consider the relations between science and X-ray

epilation, we must return to its origins in nineteenth-century physical research.

The hair-removing properties of X rays were discovered accidentally by two

Vanderbilt University researchers in 1896, within weeks of Roentgen's first pub-

lic announcement of the "new kind of light."st In March of that year, researchers

John Daniel and William L. Dudley were asked to locate a bullet in the head of

a wounded child. As Daniel later recalled the chain of events, Dudley, "with his

characteristic devotion to the cause ofscience," agreed to lend himseifto an experi-

ment with skull X rays. Twenty-one days after Dudley's head had been exposed for

an hour with the tube placed half an inch from his scalp, Daniel reported that all

hair had fallen out from the area held closest to the tube.s2 Word of the researcher's

new bald spot spurred substantial "editorial merriment. . . . [T]here were even

suggestions in the newspapers and technical journals that the X rays might render

daily shaving obsolete."53

Soon after these merry speculations, professional physicians began to experi-

ment with the X ray in the treatment of hypertrichosis. In 1898, two Viennese

dermatologists, Eduard Schiffand Leopold Freund, published the first good re-

sults of this medical therapy.sa On the heels of their success, scores of dermatolo-

gists, roentgenologists, and other physicians in both Europe and North America

adopted the effective new treatment.5t By t9ro, one specialist declared that the
"electric needle, formerly so prevalent, but tedious and painful in operation, has

largely given way to the X-rays."s6

In fact, medical use of the electric needle never actuallygaveway to X-ray epila-

tion. Some European and North American physicians continued to use X rays well

into the 192os to remove hair from skin intended for grafts or on skin affected by

ringworm, but most U.S. physicians had grown reluctant to use the X ray for other

hair removal even before the First World War.57 Why would physicians decide to

abandon the highly effective (and lucrative) practice ofX-ray epilation?

To be sure, American physicians' abandonment of X-ray epilation stemmed

partly from their increasing recognition of radiation risk. As time provided fur-

ther evidence of the latent effects of X-ray exposure, physicians grew loathe to

expose their patients to the hazards ofthe ray.s8 Concern for radiation risk alone,
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however, does not account for physicians' eventual disavowal ofX-ray epilation.

Scientists, technicians, and physicians had grown wary ofradiation "burns" prior

to widespread experimentation with X-ray hair removal, and their support for the

technique continued even as they witnessed the destruction wrought on the bodies

of X-ray "pionee1s."sr It would be difficult, therefore, to attribute physicians' in-

creasing reluctance to treat superfluous hair with X rays solely to their sudden

recognition of the effects of radiation on human tissue.

The decline ofmedical X-ray epilation in the rgros reflected not only increas-

ing awareness ofradiation risk but also physicians' growing unwillingness to apply

the prestigious new ray to "minor" concerns such as hypertrichosis. Definitions of

"excessive" hairiness were maddeningly fluid, and the intractable ambiguity of the

disease's diagnosis moved hypertrichosis to the contested border between "cos-

metic" and "medical" concerns. Although most practitioners agreed that excessive

hair was a matter of widespread public interest, hlpertrichosis remained on the

margins of professional therapeutics, the country cousin of more stately concerns

such as cancer and tuberculosis.

The X ray, on the other hand, enjoyed unquestionabie sovereignty as one of

medicine's crowning achievements. Particularly in the wake of the damning rgro

Flexner report, American physicians grasPed such achievements to shore up their

troubled professional authority. For these physicians, the X ray played a crucial

role not only in medical diagnostics and therapeutics but also in enhancing the

status of the medical profession. As a result, physicians grew increasingly reluc-

tant to use the X ray, a symbolically and materially potent therapy' on a problem

that hovered on the fringes ofprofessional respectability. Seeking to preserve the

"scientific" clout of radiation therapy, many physicians sought to restrict its ap-

plication.6o

Accordingly, physicians pressured one another to resist Patients'requests for

X-ray epilation. One physician urged his fellows to resist the natural temptation

to comply with patients' willingness to employ x-radiation, since their condition

was a "cosmetic defect" rather than a "serious disease."6r As another practitioner

summarized, "It is not customary to shoot at sParrows with cannon-balls. Why'

if we treat a hairy surface of the face of a fair lady, for instance, resort to means as

powerful as those we employ in carcinoma?"62 Through such admonitions, X-ray

experts slowly recast hypertrichosis as "a purely cosmetic defect," superfluous to

the proper domain of truly scientific therapeutics.63

As professionalizing physicians backed away from X-ray epilation in an effort

revive medicine's troubled authority, commercial practitioners were quick to fuIfilI
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demand for the therapy.6a New commercial X-ray salons were opened not only by
nonmedical beauty specialists but also by those physicians and scientists who had
been squeezed out ofreputable medical societies, professional publications, and
other systems ofcollegial recognition due to their continued interest in X-ray hair
removal. These practitioners easily presented clients with respectable diplomas
and refereed publications testif,iing to their professional credentials. Their salons
bore titles that alluded to the technique's scientific origins, such as ,,Hamomar In-
stitute," "Kern Laboratories," "Hirsutic Laboratories,', and the like. Commercial
practitioners, in other words, emphasized the very same scientific aura physicians
were attempting to define, protect, and control by disavowing this application of
the ray. As professional scientists and physicians sought to prohibit X-ray epila-
tion, they bolstered the technique's scientific prestige. The technique's popularity
soared accordingly, and hundreds ofX-ray salons opened across the country over
the course ofthe next three decades.

The Triumph of Science over Superfluous Hair

while salon owners and managers promoted the X ray as the most "scientific',
method of hair removal available, they never actually defined the term. Indeed,
the ambiguity of "science" was perhaps its most marketable feature. yet as loosely
and broadly as science was defined in hair removal advertisements, it was quite
systematically linked to a notion of progress. whatever else science might have
been, it was invariably and unceasingly advancing.6s A brochure for the virginia
Laboratories ofBaltimore emphasized the endless progress ofscience, noting that
the thirty years of refinement of the x ray that had elapsed since Roentgen's dis-
covery "can be said to be but a mere few minutes of time in the slow but certain
development of knowledge." The advancement of science was further naturalized
by likening it to the maturation of an awkward youngster. As the Baltimore salon
put it, "great discoveries often go without much attention for a time, but inevitably
they come into their own."56

Just as the epilation advertisements linked science to a notion of inexorable

Progress, that progress was in turn linked to the "strange power', ofthe X ray.67 Sci-
ence, accessible through the enigmatic new light, could now at last fulfill the domi-
nant culture's "dream offaultless skin."68 one r933 brochure, paradoxically titled
"Be Your True self: we will tell you how," proclaimed: "our vonrnN scrENrr Frc
METHoD with filtered nevs" is "not just another' hair remover," but the only one
that can "banish" one's dark traces. As the brochure pledged, "It is only a step
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Figure j3. Advertisement for Vi-Ro-Gen, of Pittsburgh,
ca. Lg3j. (Reproduced with permission of the American
Medical Association.)

from the Shadow into the Sunshine."6e The enlightenment offered by scientific

knowledge and the woman's own visible, physical "enlightenment" were further

entangled in one salon's letter to a prospective client: "Thanks to the progress

of science, no woman need now endure the torture and selfconsciousness [sic]
which a physical blemish causes."70 Or, more ominousln "Whatever you do-

wherever you go -you need to haveyour skin cLEARED from this dark shadow."t'

The inevitable progress ofscience, the brochures suggest, eliminates all darkness

in its path. Scientific advancement yields personal, physiological transformation

(fig.r.:).
As a notion of scientific advancement was linked to somatic enlightenment, so

too were both narratives linked to dreams of upward class mobility. Through plen-
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tiful photographs of plush consurtation rooms and sleek treatment rooms, epila-
tion promoters promised prospective clients a space unequaled in cleaniiness and
luxury.72 simply by stepping into the salon, claimed one testimonial, a woman was
invited to experience the "padded carpets, the beautiful polychrome furniture, the
soft shaded lights and dainty draperies, and . . . the quiet, restful atmosphere of
. . . studious habits and refined tastes. . . . The epilation laboratory is a vision of
sanitaryloveliness. The place is done in purewhite enamel, not an atom of dust
can enter here."73

Many of these promotions made the economic importance of technorogicar
self-fashioning far more explicit. prefaced by a drawing of a pale, well-dressed
couple approaching a cap-wearing attendant, a chicago Marveau Laboratories ad
demanded, "Can you afford to neglect your personal appearance any longer, in
this agewhen it counts so much in social and economic advancement?',za Similarry
underscoring the sexual (and hence, economic) benefits of feminine hairlessness.
the Dunsworth Laboratories of Indianapolis seconded this theme (fig. 3.4): 

,,Free-

dom fiom unwanted Hair opens the Gates to Social Enjoyments that are Forever
closed to Those so Aflicted."7s cleanliness, science, and class mobility merged in
the commodification of hair removal.

The salons knew their audience well. while it is impossible to determine the
racial identities of the thousands of anonymous American X-ray clients, we do
know that commercial epilation salons specifically distributed their promotions
to urban, non-English-speaking populations, a fact noted by health officiars seek-
ing to warn the public about the practice.T6 Medical and legal records indicate that
most epilation clients were working women employed in low- or middle-income
positions: telephone operators, secretaries, clerks, and so on. some former clients
recalled receiving special group discounts at commercial salons for bringing in
large numbers of friends or coworkers.TT such discounts must have been attractive,
for even in the midst of the nation's worst depression, salons charged between five
dollars and thirty dollars for a series of ten to forty treatments.Ts That thousands
of working women struggled to save the vast sums necessary for these treatments
points to the larger resonance ofthe epilation advertisements: the hope that per-
sonal, physical transformation might bring passage to new economlc opportuni-
ties-to a world of "refined tastes." In the salons'promotions, a mist-enveloped
"science" promised enlightenment at once somatic and social, with the x ray pro-
viding the purchasable avenue to both kinds ofdevelopment.

obviously, it is impossible to know exactly what rore the advertisements, mul-
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Figure j.4. Advertisement for the Dermic Laboratories of
San Francisco and Los Angeles, ca. r93r. (Reproduced with
permission of the American Medical Association.)

tiple allusions to racial transformation and class mobility played in the lives of
the particular individuals who sought access to X-ray hair removal. yet removing
the "dark shadow" that barred access to the world of "social enjoyments" appears
to have acquired a certain urgency during the interwar period, an era of increas-
ingly restrictive u.S. immigration laws, widespread interest in eugenics, and in-
creasingly desperate economic depression.Te while women rarely address race ex-
plicitly in their letters about hair, they frequently connected their "afliction" to
broader economic and social concerns. In one young woman's letter to the Ameri-
can Medical Association (AMA), for example, anxiety about her financial malaise
and anxiety about her excessive hair flow into one another. Describing her frus-
tration at the expense ofepilation treatments, the stenographer fiom philadelphia

concluded, "I am ever so anxious to find a cure for this affliction. This has been
the cause of much unhappiness and actual sorrow to me."s. obviously troubled
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by the "considerabre sum" she had arready exhausted on X-ray epilation, twenty-five-year-old Anne Steiman expressed similar concerns from Brooklyn in r9j3:

I am working for quite a small salary now and I have saved every penny I possiblycould' denying myselfluxuries that all girls love toward trying to get rid ofthis unwanted hair, and belier
home are guite bad. 

re me that saving this money was quite an effort as things at

But, I cannot go on as I am now, as I am miserable through a freak ofnature andI have more than once thought of putting an end to my misery.er

Steiman and other young women of the nation,s urban working poor couldscarcely afford to ignore the possibirity of economic uprift seemingry carried by a'tomplexion 
clear and fair.',82

The few existing traces of women's explicit responses to epiration advertise-ments suggest that consumers were in fact impressed by the promotions, themesof advancement. When writing to beauty .p".rul,rr, and medical experts for ad_vice on the X ray, women often retbrred directly to advertisements that they hadclipped and attached to their letters. one wo-un .u--u.ized the mood of theseletters when writing to the AMA in r93r. under the headrine of a brochure fiomPhiladelphia's Cosmique Laboratories, Katherine Moore asked simply, .,Doesn,t
this sound pretty good?',83

The End of X-Ray Epilation

clearly, the X ray did sound good, not onry to Katherine Moore and to AnneSteiman but also to the w<
thetechnologyi"th..rd'J:"F:l'.,:#*,1rr;::::i: jil::ru*;;T;:::
williams's confusion there between X-ray hair reirovar and back-alrey abortion isilluminating, for it reminds us that however irrelevant or ridiculous the subject ofhair removal may aPpear to readers today, for many women in the interwar periodepilation was nothing less than a matter of life and ieath. whilewe can neverknowdefinitively why some individuars chose this technorogy fiom among the numer_ous others then availabre, two dominant themes in the curturar representations ofthe X ray- its suprasensuarity and its association with scientific progress - suggesttha:-the act of removing roots had more than one meaning for these women.These meanings, of course, would change with the passage of time. By the late1940s the practice ofX-ray ep.ation had largely, thougn not completerS vanished.
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The demise of X-ray epilation could be explained in various ways. on the broadest

level, one might take into account shifting commitments to ideals of whiteness.

Particularlyafter the atrocities of the Nazi eugenic program, wlrite Americans were

forced to reexamine their malignant veneration of racial Pulity.84 The reevalua-

tion of radiation risk in the aftermath of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki

further tarnished the appeal of X-ray salons.85

while such major events abetted the demise of X-ray epilation, the end of the

practice ultimately stemmed from persistent Iocal activism' Opponents of X-ray

epilation, including local and national Better Business Bureaus, local and state De-

partments of Health, Boards of Medical Examiners, women's magazine editors,

and law enforcement agents, attacked the practice on multiple fronts through-

out the t93os. some physicians lobbied for the revision of existing Medical Prac-

tices Acts, which had overlooked the unlicensed use of electrical devices in the

treatment of superfluous hair, while others swayed X-ray manufacturers to stoP

production of commercial epilation equipment altogether.86 Local Better Business

Bureaus pressured daily papers to refuse advertisements for X-ray hair removal,

while metropolitan health officials used radio announcements to warn illiterate

consumers ofthe dangers ofthe practice.sT The increasing prominence of scverely

disfigured or dying epilation clients and their retributive claims against epilation

providers must have also lessened the popularity of the procedure.88 By 1940 the

practice had been driven out of the formal sector of the American economy' sur-

viving primarily in surreptitious venues like the old rooming house at tz6 Jack-

son.--

Fiftyyears after san Francisco police closed down operations on Jackson street,

several lessons emerge from the history of X-ray epilation. To begin with' we are

reminded once again to shift attention from dramatic, singular events, such as

the bombing of Hiroshima, toward more mundane, yet equally significant' uses

of technology. As Ruth schwartz cowan argued persuasively more than twenty

years ago, thinking only in "grandiose terms" about technological change often

obstructs our viewof the radical developments "going on right under our noses'"e0

Turning to hair removal, a subject quite literally right under our noses' helps in-

dicate a lacuna in mainstream technoiogical history: the ongoing production of

..whiteness.,'The making of race, this example demonstrates, is a symbolic and ma-

terial process, one that merits further consideration by historians of technology-

As X-ray epilation demonstrates the role of race in histories of technology, so'

too, does it demonstrate the centrality of technology in histories of race. Histo-
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rians, literary critics, and philosophers have increasingly examined the construc-

tion or materialization ofrace and racial difference in early-twentieth-centurynar-

ratives such as Nella Larson's r9z9 Passing and George Schuyler's t93t Black No

More.et To date, however, little attention has been paid to the actual technologies

used to produce "race" in this period ofU.S. history. Even as they describe the mu-

tability ofrace in interwar America, scholars continue to neglect the artifacts that

render race visible or invisible.e'z T'he X ray was particularly central in this respect,

used not only to eradicate some women's "dark shadows" but aiso to sterilize "un-

desirables" and to permanently lighten the skin of some African American men.e3

Further scrutinyofsuch technological practices can onlyexpand our understand-

ing of race's deadly effects, and thus increase our ability to counter them.

But perhaps the most haunting lesson of the North American Hiroshima Maid-

ens lies in the persistent faith in scientific progress evident among survivors of

X-ray epilation. Even while coming to terms with their scarred and twisted bodies,

many X-ray epilation clients held on to their belief in the special, personal promise

of science. Their faith is captured in the 1954 words of a former Tricho client:

The treatments were supposed to have been guaranteed, but within the last fewyear's
'white spots' have appeared on my chin. This has been very heart breaking to me

especially when on one's face.

I have been wondering if ther might possibly be some new medical discovery

which might help me. There are so many wonderful things happening these day's.ea

. Despite experiencing the dire physiological effects ofattempts to reform bodies

rather than social structures, some clients continued to seek personal salvation in

the advancement ofscience. Their persistence, their hope in finding such salvation,

seems the most bittersweet message of this story.
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